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Introduction
This paper was set to cover all areas of the specification. It consists of 3 sections testing 
reading, grammar, translation skills and writing. The time allocated is more than enough 
for average candidates who studied the areas in the specification. It was comparable to 
previous years. Generally most candidates coped well. Passages were set to be current and 
of interest to candidates.

Passage 1 is about current research in food and nutrition. This is one of the topics which 
candidate should be familiar with. Questions 1 and 2 relate to this passage, and both 
questions are straightforward. 

Passage 2 is also current and covers cultural issues in the Arab world. The purpose was to 
use enough language structures to test candidates’ grammar.

Passage 3 was meant to be more complicated so that it stretched more able candidates and 
allowed them to express opinion through their answers in question 5. Question 4 is another 
question relating to this passage: it requires knowledge, deep understanding of the passage 
and rich language.

Passage 4 is the translation question. This is a text about safe driving.  It is also very 
current and students should understand it. Yet there were candidates who found terms a bit 
challenging.

In the last question (marriage through the internet), the stimulus and question were very 
well received by candidates generally. It is contemporary and relevant to the age group, as 
it addressed social issues and concerns as well as modern technology.
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Question 2

The question was clear and the answers were mostly straightforward. Student’s responses 
to the question were good. Some students responded incorrectly to some parts of 
the question particularly to 2(d) and 2(e). A few students copied a whole sentence or 
sometimes gave words which are not in the text. They either did not read the rubric or did 
not understand it.

Question 3

This question was fair, the text was relevant, most candidates understood it and their marks 
were good. Candidates need to put the vowels correctly.

Question 4

Candidates performed well on this question. However, there was a problem with the 
connection of the (جالعلا) to the letter (ل) and there was evidence that a good number of 
candidates are not familiar with the rule concerning (لصولا).
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Question 5

The majority of candidates answered all sections correctly apart from 5(d). There were 
some excellent answers especially by those who read the passage carefully. Some 
candidates failed to answer 5(b) and 5(e).

This is a very clear and neat answer, scoring full marks for all parts 
of the question and also scoring full marks for language quality.

Examiner Comments

Always read the whole the text well, to understand it before you 
answer the questions. Also read all the questions first, to avoid giving 
answers and then find that you need them for later questions.

Examiner Tip
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Question 6

Question 6 was generally answered well by most students. However, in some cases some of 
them struggled to find the relevant vocabulary. In some cases the title was misunderstood 
and the safe was translated to Amina (an Arabic girl’s name). Candidates did not know 
how to translate lane: some used routes and others used directions and/or turn. 90 
degress changed to passengers with a weight of 90 kilograms. Many used side mirror and 
not side mirrors. Only a few managed to translate the world (ًاصوصخ) the rest overlooked it 
or glossed over it.
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This is an excellent translation. with excellent transfer of meaning, 
showing an awareness of nuance and idiom. and very good language.

Examiner Comments

Read the whole text (including the title) first. Translate full sentences not word 
by word. Avoid literal translation and paraphrasing.

Note language differences; for example; lots of (and) in Arabic. Recognize 
proper nouns: you transliterate, not translate them.

Read your translation to see if it makes sense in English.

Examiner Tip
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Question 7

Question 7 was a very interesting question, and many students answered very well. 
Its touched on contemporary topics (i.e. marriage via the internet) and their clash with 
traditional Arab culture,  presenting an interesting debate for the students.

Overall, Question 7 brought plenty of constructive opinions about the threats and dangers 
of using the internet without monitoring. Students enjoyed the topic and wrote about 
interesting ideas and personal experiences. A good number of essays were excellent and the 
students understood exactly the requirements of the task. However, many students thought 
that it applied to women and not both sexes hence they focused on reasons which apply to 
women. Some analysed the effect of the internet on society rather than on marriage via the 
internet.A very strong cultural/religious influence was reflected in their answers. 
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This is an excellent answer.  The task is understood and the response is wholly 
relevant, convincing and well developed, with excellent language quality. 
The candidate has used appropriate languge, correct grammar and spelling, 
gaining 24 marks for content and 16 for language quality.

Examiner Comments

Read the stimulus and understand it. 

Then read the points and follow them. 

Find how you could expand the points. 

See what else is relevant. 

Your introduction should not be long, you only have 200 words.

Finish with a good conclusion. Check your answer at the end. Remember 
that for repeated spelling mistakes you will be penalized once, but if you 
vary the spelling you will be penalised every time it is wrong.

Examiner Tip
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Paper Summary
There were some excellent performances this year. This shows that teachers are 
getting more familiar with the exam requirements and students are practising on past 
papers.  Language quality seemed to be improving overall this year, though there were 
some candidates who made mistakes at the basic level.

To improve performance:

• All candidates are advised to familiarize themselves with rubric and marking principles 
and criteria.

• Candidates should have basic grammatical knowledge. Those who are aiming for high 
grades should have a good knowledge of AS grammar and structures. This is essential 
for all questions especially Q5 & Q7.

• Candidates and teachers are strongly advised to read examiner’s reports, practice past 
papers and use mark schemes.

• For all reading questions (1, 2. 4 and 5) candidates should read the text carefully before 
answering questions. They are also advised to read all the questions before starting to 
answer. 

• In Q4 note that words to fill the gaps are from the box given not from candidates’ own 
vocabulary. Candidates need to apply their knowledge of grammar to fill the gaps e.g.; 
see if the gap requires a verb, noun, plural singular etc.

• For Q7 candidates should read the question carefully, understand it then make sure they 
have covered all bullet points. To achieve high grades candidates should present their 
own views supported by examples and sound argument.

• The time allowed for this paper is enough to answer and to check the answers. 
Candidates are advised to check their answers.

• Reading stories, newspapers magazines is the best way to improve language quality. It 
gives vocabulary and expressions and improves spelling and grammar.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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